STOLEN BOAT

1989 Schiada 21’ River Cruiser skiboat
& 1988 23’ Ellis trailer

- Hull: White w/dark blue, red, yellow stripes
- Upholstery: White w/dark blue, red, yellow stripes
- “Schiada Boats” white lettering over dark blue stripe on sides
- Dark blue carpet
- Chevy, 454 cu in, 650 hp; SR: TCM454523
- V-Drive
- 23’ 1988 dark blue tandem axle Ellis trailer w/ chrome fenders & wheels
- Trailer VIN: 1E9CA11B8J1029841
- CA Trailer License: 1GN6320

HIN #: SDARC222B989
CA REG #: CF 7135 KJ

LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Los Angeles, California (90046)
DATE OF INCIDENT: May 5, 1998
POLICE AGENCY: LAPD Hollywood Division (213) 485-4193
Boat 98-0600010/Trailer 98-0600009

REWARD

$1,500.00 $1,500.00

A reward is being offered by the insurance company for information leading to the safe return and recovery of the above vessel and trailer, and/or the arrest and conviction of individuals involved in the theft. Assured, relatives of assured, and employees of entity offering reward, are ineligible for reward for recovery of stolen property. Parties, or accomplices to theft of missing property, are ineligible for reward. With any information, call collect and immediately notify your local law enforcement agency.

TODD & ASSOCIATES, INC.
(800) 325-8061 or (619) 226-1895
Email: maritime@cts.com http://www.boatman.com
FAX: (619) 223-8942

May 6, 1998; 98-1094